
 

JACOB & DRINKWATER 

More Notes From The Field Tour Sept/Oct 2021

‘Stand out new folk..superb’ BBC 6

Jacob & Drinkwater have come a long way since their first gig together in a tea tent 
at Glastonbury 2014, cementing their reputation as one of the most enthralling live 
acts on the scene. The duo of acoustic singer- songwriter Tobias ben Jacob and multi-
instrumentalist Lukas Drinkwater return with a UK tour this September featuring a 
brand new set of songs (and a sprinkling of their hits) from their forthcoming album 
‘More Notes From The Field’ due out this autumn.  

Their 2019 debut album ‘This Old River’ was lauded by critics and fans alike garner-
ing airplay on BBC Radio 2 , Radio 6 and a live appearance on Radio 4’s Loose Ends. 
‘a beautiful masterpiece (Guardian) ‘destined to be one of the year’s best’ (FATEA). 
      
Written during lockdown the new album centres around the themes of friendship and 
human connection alongside some of the ‘mercurial, mysterious and intimate’ (FRUK) 
songs the duo are known for. The live show will capture some of the album’s sonic 
landscape broadening out from the core sound of fingerpicked guitar, upright bass 
and rich harmonies that the duo are known for. Expect a dynamic and emotionally 
varied gig sprinkled with moments of musical brilliance, joy, spontaneity and humour.  
Advance copies of the new album will be available at these gigs.  

‘they draw the audience into their world with a powerful mesmerising set.’ FRUK 

‘Exactly the kind of deep intense and brilliant thing we’ve come to expect from Jacob 
& Drinkwater  BBC Music Introducing 

‘more innovative explorations in songwriting’ Fresh On The Net 



SEPT 

5 BIRMINGHAM - Moseley Folk Festival 
11  WALTON ON THAMES - Walton Folk Festival 

17   NEW MILLS   New Mills Festival 
18   STAVELEY   Staveley Roundhouse 

19   BURY     The Met 
20   BIRMINGHAM   Kitchen Garden Cafe  

21   OSWESTRY     The Hermon  
22   EXETER     Exeter Phoenix  

23   FAREHAM   Ashcroft Arts Centre 
24   WEYMOUTH   Osmington Music  

25   DISS     Wingfield Barns 

OCT 
1    SALCOMBE   Salcombe Live  

4    STROUD  Prince Albert 
7   NEW MILTON  Forest Arts Centre 

8    SUTTON   The Sound Lounge 
9    CAMBRIDGE  All Saint’s Church  

Links 

www.jacobanddrinkwater.com 
www.facebook.com/jacobanddrinkwater 

www.twitter.com/tobiasandlukas!
www.instagram.com/jacobanddrinkwater

http://www.jacobanddrinkwater.com
http://www.facebook.com/jacobanddrinkwater
http://www.twitter.com/tobiasandlukas
http://www.instagram.com/jacobanddrinkwater

